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The “X” Factor of Success
The “X” Factor serves and protects your character, credibility
and commitments. It ensures that what you want to
accomplish gets accomplished.
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—————————————————————

What if I were to follow you with a camera crew

24 hours a day 7 days a week for the next 100

days while you went for your goals?

I bet 3 things would happen... 

1) You would START doing the things you say

you need to do.

2) You would STOP doing the things you know

you shouldn't be doing.

3.) You would MAKE monumental performance gains and change your

life.

This is ALL possible through the
discipline of accountability.

Accountability is the “X” Factor and it serves and protects your character,

credibility and commitments. It ensures that what you want to accomplish

gets accomplished.

Throughout every area of your life it’s important to understand that ALL

unfinished goals, projects and relationships are the result of broken

promises, unfulfilled commitments, and lack of accountability. 

The list includes marriages, college educations, weight loss, sales

production and any other commitment that one may enter into.

Think about the last time you entered into an agreement with someone
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thinking you understood the terms, and then suddenly the tables were

turned unexpectedly? 

How did you feel? I bet angry, furious, disappointed, or perhaps even

shocked at the other person's audacity not to hold up their end of the

bargain.

I'm going to summarize "The Accountability Factor" by having you ask

and answer this one question:

What’s the point of setting a goal, or making a commitment if you

have no intention of ever achieving or honoring it?

Personal accountability is the glue that holds a goal or commitment in

place. It serves as an insurance policy on your journey to success. If

you've got a great goal or opportunity but no personal accountability, you

really don’t have much!

Unaccountable people make excuses, blame others, put things off, act

confused and play helpless. They pretend to be ignorant, and often hide

behind their computers, paperwork, and jargon. It's a contagious disease,

one that can sink a business, a family and a life if not cured.

Your biggest concern in any goal
setting initiative is not with your
skill, ability, or intelligence - it’s
your commitment.

With that reality in mind, I wanted to share with you an exciting

opportunity to achieve every goal you set, to enforce ultimate

accountability into your life, and show you how you can make

monumental performance gains.

It's called the 100 Day Finish Strong Challenge and it begins on

September 23rd, which happens to be the final 100 days of the year.

The 100 Day Finish Strong Challenge is a structured 14-week

performance improvement program where challengers compete against

themselves to achieve a number of challenging goals and finish the year

strong. 
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Free Special Report and Video

I am also offering a powerful special report and video for free which is

titled: How to Create Your Own Big Bang!

This report in my opinion is worth its weight in gold as it shows you how

to create huge performance gains quickly. I encourage you to get your

copy right now.

So what are you waiting for? The clock is ticking and if you want to

seriously improve your life and corresponding results, I encourage you to

check out the 100 Day Finish Strong Challenge today as it will be one of

the smartest decisions you’ll make all year.

Everything Counts!

Gary Ryan Blair

—————————————————————

Gary Ryan Blair is a visionary and gifted

conceptual thinker. As one of the top strategic

thinkers in the world he is dedicated to helping his

clients win big by creating focused, purpose

driven lives.

Gary is the President of The GoalsGuy, (

www.GoalsGuy.com ) a highly focused training

organization whose mission is to help their clients

build and sustain superior performance. They

accomplish this objective by helping their clients

to better manage their time, enforce boundaries and priorities, and stay

focused so they can achieve their goals, grow their business, and be

more successful.

Blair is author of the soon to be released book, Everything Counts! 52

Remarkable Ways to Inspire Excellence. Everything Counts! is the

definitive guide on excellence and serves as a call to greater awareness

of the small details that impact results. It offers a powerful operating

philosophy that will challenge you to reach higher levels of growth,

productivity, and performance.
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He is married, has three children and spends his time between homes in

Florida and New York. Gary can be reached for speaking, coaching,

training and media requests at 877-462-5748.
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